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Abstract
Macroscopic analysis plays an important role in failure analysis, which cannot
be replaced by other analyzing methods. In recent years, with the development of
characterization techniques, more and more engineers and technicians rely on the
advanced analytical testing methods in the process of failure analysis, ignoring the
methods and means of macroscopic analysis. This can easily lead to some wrong
judgments. Therefore, this chapter will combine with the cases to explain the position and role of macroanalysis in the failure analysis of rail fastening clips and to
offer references for engineers and technicians in relevant fields.
Keywords: failure analysis, macroscopic analysis, railway fastener, fracture,
crack initiation

1. Introduction
Macroscopic analysis refers to the method of observation, description, and
analysis of the macroscopic features, such as shape, morphology, dimensional accuracy, cracks, processing defects, fracture surface, etc., of materials by the naked eye
or using a magnifier at a low magnification (usually less than 50 times magnifying)
[1–3]. Due to its simplicity and convenience, macroscopic analysis is widely used in
the production and engineering practice. However, in recent years, with the development of the material characterization techniques and equipment, more and more
engineers and technicians are inclined to rely on the advanced characterization
equipment in the actual analysis and testing process, thus ignoring various macroscopic analysis methods. Particularly in the failure analysis of actual working parts,
if due attention failed to be paid to macroanalysis, some wrong judgments can be
easily made, which will eventually lead to the catastrophic consequences [4, 5].
In the process of failure analysis, macroanalysis is usually the first and the most
important step. Through the macroanalysis, the failure mode, such as wear, corrosion, severe plastic deformation or fracture, etc., can be determined rapidly. In
addition, the specific location of the failing point in the entire component can be
determined by macroanalysis, such as whether the failed position bear the maximum force, whether the stress is concentrated at specific locations, and whether a
1
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processing defect exists near the fracture surface, etc. These judgments are helpful
to find the specific cause of the failure.
The application of macroscopic analysis in metal materials mainly consists
of etching, imprinting, nondestructive testing, and fracture surface observation
methods [6]. Among them, the etching and imprinting methods are mainly used
for detecting metallurgical defects such as microstructural segregation, inclusion,
looseness, and pores in metal parts and are also used for cleaning the fracture
surface of the failed samples [7, 8]. However, with the continuous improvement
of manufacturing processes and technologies in recent years, the metallurgical
defects in metal parts have been greatly reduced, and the failure of metal parts is
rarely caused by metallurgical defects. Therefore, the application of etching and
imprinting methods in failure analysis became fewer. Comparing to the etching and
imprinting methods, nondestructive testing technique is an important means for
detecting the sample surface and subsurface or internal defects without spoiling
the metal parts. It is often used for testing sample quality and assisting the failure
analysis process [9–11].
In the actual failure cases, fracture failure is the most important failure mode
of mechanical parts. Therefore, the fracture surface observation method plays an
important role in the failure analysis and is one of the most important and commonly used methods in the failure analysis process [12]. The stress condition and
the failure process can be judged through observing the position of the fracture
surface. By observing the characteristics of the fracture surface, the position of the
crack source can be accurately determined [13], which provides an important basis
for further analysis of the causes of subsequent fractures.
Railway fasteners, used for connecting the rails with the roadbed and playing a
role of shock absorption, are important working parts in the railway transportation
[14–16]. It will seriously affect the safety of the train if the fracture occurs. Based on
the railway fastener cases failed in different ways, this chapter reveals the causes of
the fracture from the perspective of macroanalysis and discusses the position and
role of macroanalysis in the failure analysis.

2. Macroanalysis of the railway fastener fracture cases
2.1 The premature fatigue failure of fasteners caused by processing defects
Figure 1 shows the fracture condition of a rail fastening clip after the fatigue
test of 4 × 105 cycles. However, according to the TB/T2329-2002 Chinese standard for the fatigue tests of rail fasteners, the samples should not fracture after
5 × 106 cycles. In order to find out the reasons of the premature failure, macroscopic
analysis was conducted on the failed sample. As shown in Figure 1a, the fracture
surface is not located in the position bearing the maximum stress during fatigue
tests. The detailed observation reveals that a processing defect exists near the crack
initiation region, as is shown in Figure 1b. This defect is mainly caused by the
excessive extrusion of the hot plastic mold during induction heating, resulting in
a local stress concentration at the defect. Subsequent quenching further increased
the local stress at defects. During the fatigue tests, crack initiated from the stress
concentrated position at the defects leading to the premature failure of the tested
sample. As shown in Figure 1c, the characteristics of the fracture surface were
revealed by the macroscopic analysis. The fracture surface shows the feature of a
typical fatigue failure mode. The crack initiation region, crack expansion zone, and
the final fracture region can be clearly observed on the fracture surface as marked
in Figure 1c. Since the crack expansion zone occupies a large area, it indicates that,
2
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Figure 1.
Macroscopic analysis of the premature fatigue fractured rail fastening clip caused by surface processing defects:
(a) the overall morphology of the fractured clip, (b) the processing defects near the crack initiation region, and
(c) the morphology of the fractured surface.

after the cracks initiated at the surface defect, the sample undergoes a crack expansion period under the cyclic load before the final fracture. According to the theoretical equation reported in the literature [17, 18], the fracture strength of the tested
rail fastening clip can be calculated based on the area of the instantaneous fracture
zone and the maximum load applied.
In addition to the macroscopic analysis of the failed sample itself, analysis of the
manufacturing environment, production conditions, and the service environment
of the samples is also required. Sometimes, the external environments and service
conditions can also play a key role on the sample failure. For example, oil was used
as a common cooling medium in the heat treatment for many alloy steels. When the
humidity in the heat treatment plant is high, the content of water in the quenching
oil will increase continuously with the increasing of time. Therefore, the cooling
rate will increase significantly when quenching is carried out in the oil with a certain concentration of water. When quenching alloy steels with a good hardenability,
the internal stress will increase greatly due to the higher cooling rate, which leads to
the increased risk of cracking after quenching of the sample [19].
2.2 The premature failure caused by improper heat treatments
Another example shows the effect of the producing process on the failure conditions of the rail fasteners. In order to improve production efficiency and reduce cost,
the rail fasteners are subjected to medium frequency induction heating treatment
before being deformed into the “M” shape. Then, the railway fasteners were quenched
by the residual heat of induction heating after the thermoforming. In order to further
reduce costs and improve efficiency, a company replaced the original intermediate
frequency induction heating with high frequency induction heating in the production
of railway fasteners. Because the heat generated by the high-frequency induction
3
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Figure 2.
The macroscopic morphology of the premature fatigue fracture samples processed by the high-frequencyinducing heating.

heating is more concentrated on the sample surface, it is easy to cause the uneven
heating of the samples, resulting in large residual stress. In addition, the macroscopic
factors such as insufficient heating time, insufficient heating power, or incorrect
heating location of the sample may cause the inhomogeneity of the microstructure in
the heat-treated samples. This type of microstructural inhomogeneity will lead to the
property difference in certain regions, which can greatly reduce the fatigue life of the
railway fasteners and cause the premature fatigue failure. Figure 2 shows the fracture
condition of railway fasteners, and the fatigue test is carried out after the highfrequency-inducing heating process. The premature failure occurred after 1.2 × 106
fatigue cycles (normally 5 × 106 cycles without fracture).
Compared with the case shown in Figure 1 (case 1), the fracture position of
the fastener is at the region bearing the maximum stress (as marked by the arrow
in Figure 2a). The appearance of the failed region is normal, no obvious processing defect can be observed, and the fracture morphology also has typical fatigue
fracture morphology including the crack initiation region, crack expansion zone,
and the final fracture region [20, 21]. The area of the crack expansion region is
comparable to that of case 1, but its fatigue life is much higher than the case 1, indicating that the fatigue crack growth rate is significantly lower than case 1. However,
because the sample still did not reach the fatigue life of the typical fastener, it
belongs to the abnormal fracture type. Different from case 1, the reason of the
premature failure of case 2 cannot be directly found from the macroscopic analysis,
and the microscopic analysis is therefore required. Since the fastener was produced
by high-frequency heating rather than the original intermediate frequency heating,
it is suspected that the uneven distribution of microstructure caused the premature
fatigue fracture. Therefore, the metallographic microstructure analysis was carried
out on the normal and the prematurely failed fastener at the position bearing the
maximum stress during fatigue test. The position for extracting the sample parts
and the corresponding microstructure are shown in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3a and b, the samples for microstructure observation of
the normal and prematurely failed fasteners were cut from the same position near
the fracture surface. The samples were ground by SiC paper and polished. The
Nital solution (4% alcohol solution of nitric acid) was used as the etching solution.
An optical microscope was used to complete the microstructure observation of
the samples, and the results are shown in Figure 3c–f. Figure 3c and d shows the
microstructure of the normal railway fastener after quenching and tempering in
the medium temperature range; the typical tempered troostite and a small amount
of ferrite can be clearly observed. The troostite and ferrite grains are fine, and they
distributed evenly in the microstructure. Figure 3e and f shows the microstructure
of the prematurely fractured samples. The obvious microstructure segregation
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Figure 3.
The sample extraction position of normal (a) and prematurely failed railway (b) fasteners. (b, c) and (e,
f) are the corresponding metallographic microstructure of the normal and prematurely failed fasteners,
respectively.

can be observed from Figure 3e, which is caused by the large amount of dissolved
cementite due to the fast heating rate of the high-frequency-inducing heating.
The cementite came from the pearlite before heat treatment. As can be seen from
Figure 3f, the grains are coarser, and in addition to the undissolved cementite,
large block-shaped ferrite can also be observed. This is mainly due to the high
heating rate and high temperature caused by the high-frequency-inducing heating.
The rapid heating speed leads to the existence of a large amount of undissolved
cementite. The heating temperature is too high, resulting in the formation of coarse
microstructures [22]. This microstructural inhomogeneity can seriously affect the
fatigue performance of the samples. Cracks are more prone to initiate at the microstructure with poor mechanical properties under the applied cyclic load, resulting
in the premature fatigue fracture. This example shows that in the process of failure
analysis, in addition to the analysis of the macroscopic characteristics of the sample,
the macroscopic factors such as the production environment and the service environment of the sample parts are also important and sometimes are important causes
of sample failure. It is sometimes difficult to directly and accurately determine the
cause of failure from macroanalysis. This requires a combination of macroanalysis
and microanalysis to achieve the accurate failure analysis results.
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2.3 The effect of the service condition on the failure of railway fasteners
In addition to the manufacturing processes, the service environment is sometimes critical to the macroanalysis of failures. For example, in the following case,
an e-type fastener widely used in the subway track has a premature fatigue fracture
when it has been used in practice for about 1 year (the designed service life is
10 years). This kind of fastener breakage will cause major safety hazards to the safe
operation of the train. It is necessary to analyze the causes of the failure in order to
eliminate potential dangers in time and ensure the safe operation of the train. In
order to analyze the cause of the fracture, a macroscopic observation of the broken
subway track fastener clip was first carried out; the results are shown in Figure 4.
As can be seen from Figure 4a, the breaking position located at the root of the
straight section of the fastener, and this straight section is installed in the fixed
slot. The fracture happened at the boundary between the straight section and the
residual curved part, in which the maximum stress is loaded in the broken position
in the actual working condition. A detailed observation of the sample surface reveals
obvious wear marks. Moreover, the wear marks are in the same direction along the
transverse arc of the fastener sample (see Figure 4b). As can be observed from
the magnified view shown in Figure 4c, the wear marks have a certain depth, and
their propagation direction is consistent. Based on the direction and depth of the
wear scar, it can be preliminarily concluded that the wear scars on the surface of the
straight section of the railway fastener were caused by the relative rotation with
the spring clip slot it contacted with. However, in the normal circumstances, this
type of rotation is not allowed, because the rotation will reduce the pressure between
the fastener and the railway track, affecting the train safety. Combined with the
relatively deep wear marks, the broken fastener is subjected to a large external force
before failure. The reason causing this large external force can only be determined by
the on-site investigation with the understanding of the service situation.
According to the investigation of the service scene, the subway operates along
a circle line, and the fasteners with premature fatigue failure occurred mostly at
or near the curve region of the railway track. This indicates that in addition to the
force of caused by the vibration of the track when a train passed, the spring bar is
also subjected to the centrifugal force when the train is adjusting directions. Under
the combined force of the vibration and the centrifugal force, the fastener rotated
relatively in the slot, resulting in a surface with a consistent direction of wear scar.
After multiple friction, the wear marks at the position where the fastener is in contact with the edge of the slot became deeper and deeper, and thus fatigue cracks were

Figure 4.
The macroscopic morphology and surface wear scars of the fractured metro fastener: (a) the macroscopic
morphology of the failed fastener showing the position of the fracture surface and the wear marks, (b) the
obvious wear scar that can be observed on the surface of the straight section of the fastener clip, and (c) the
enlarged view of wear scar.
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Figure 5.
The macroscopic morphology of the fracture surface and the microstructure of the samples near the fracture
surface: (a) the fracture surface morphology, (b) the cross-sectional microstructure of the sample near the
fracture surface, and (c) the microstructure of core region of the sample near the fracture surface.

generated. Due to the large external force, the crack spreads rapidly, resulting in the
final premature fracture failure of the fastener. In order to more accurately determine the cause of the failure of the elastic strip, combined with the macroscopic
analysis of the fracture surface, the metallographic microstructures near the fracture
surface were further observed and analyzed. The results are presented in Figure 5.
From the macroscopic analysis of the fracture surface as shown in Figure 5a, the
crack initiation region has a certain area, and the color is dark blue and slightly black,
which is mainly due to the inconsistent deformation of the elastic strips on both sides
of the crack, and the oxidation of the fracture surface resulted from the temperature
rising caused by the relative extrusion and friction. This again proves that the elastic
strips underwent severe torsional deformation during actual service. From the
morphology of the crack extension area in Figure 5a, the extended area has obvious
macroscopic fan-shaped stripes, and the spacing between the strips is large. The
spacing between the fan-shaped stripes is large, which indicates that under the load
of the torsion force, the severe wear scars were first produced on the surface where
the stress reaches the maximum value. Then, micro-cracks were formed in the most
severely worn areas. Under the combined load caused by the vibration of the rail tracks
and the centrifugal force, the cracks expanded rapidly, resulting in the final premature
fracture. At the same time, samples near the fracture surface were extracted for the
preparation of the metallographic sample. The surface and center microstructure of
the surface of the prepared samples is shown in Figure 5b and c. It can be observed
that the tempered troostite (or tempered torsite) and a small amount of ferrite are the
main microstructure of the elastic stripe after quenching with medium temperature
tempering, which is the normal microstructure. A layer of anticorrosion treatment can
be observed on the surface, which is a conventional treatment for railway fasteners.
The early failure of the railway fasteners caused by the external service environment indicates that in addition to considering the material selection and processing
technology and performance of the product, the actual working environments
should also be taken into consideration. In order to ensure the operation safety of
the equipment, the design and manufacture of the product can be improved based
on the actual working condition of the components. Only then can the safety factor
in the actual service process be increased.

3. The function of macroscopic analysis in the failure analysis of railway
fastening clips
Based on the above analyses of several failure cases of the railway fasteners, it
can be concluded that the macroscopic analysis plays a key role in the process of
7
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failure analysis. Combined with the macroscopic characteristics of the sample, the
failure site, the background data, the service environment, and other macro factors,
the mode and cause of the failure can be preliminarily judged after careful observation and analysis. On the basis of macroanalysis, with the help of modern analytical
test methods, microanalysis, and computer simulation techniques, the failure
mechanism can be further explored to accurately determine the cause of failure.
Moreover, the solutions can be given based on the causes of the failure for avoiding
the occurrence of disasters.
In Section 2.1, if the macroscopic analysis is not carried out, the processing
defects near the crack source cannot be found, and the causes of the premature
fracture of the fasteners will not be accurately determined, which will have a serious
impact on the production and sales of the products. If the unqualified products
with surface defects flow into the market, it will cause serious danger to the safety
of the train operation. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.2, combined with the
macroscopic factors of the changes of production conditions (medium-frequency
induction heating to high-frequency induction heating), it is preliminarily believed
that the premature fatigue failure of the railway fastener is caused by the uneven
heating. Then, under the guidance of the macroanalysis, the microscopic analysis
is carried out, and the cause of the premature fatigue failure is finally determined.
Based the failure analysis results, the manufacturers were told to make improvements in time to avoid major economic losses and safety hazards. Similarly, in
the example of Section 2.3, the causes of the fastener premature fracture were
determined by combining the macroscopic damage on the appearance of the failed
fastener with the complex force during service, through the investigation of the
on-site service environment. It provides an important basis for the further improvement of the performance of railway fasteners.
All in all, macroanalysis is the first and most important step in failure analysis.
Firstly, through macroanalysis, the position of the failure and the failure mode
can be accurately determined, which lays a foundation for further analyzing the
failure causes. Secondly, with the understanding of the failure location and the
failure mode, the fracture reasons can be determined based on the force analysis,
the service environment, and the manufacturing processes. Finally, combined with
the verification experiments, microanalysis methods and computer simulation, the
causes of the failure can be accurately determined, and solutions and suggestions
can be given to eliminate potential safety hazards and avoid disasters.
With the development of modern technology and manufacturing equipment,
product defects caused by design, materials, and processing technology are becoming less and less, and accidents caused by the product failure are also declining
year by year. However, the assembly of components, special service environment,
sudden natural disasters, etc. will seriously affect the operational safety of various
types of equipment and facilities, in which special attention should be paid in the
failure analysis. In particular, in recent years, with the development of science and
technology, a large number of high-performance new materials and products are
widely used, which brings new challenges to failure analysis. It is also necessary to
continuously develop and innovate failure analysis methods, means, and concepts
and lay the foundation for adapting to accurate failure analysis in the new situation
and environment.
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